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and Grit
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!
!

Presenter: Jonathan Erwin!
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Objectives!
As a result of this workshop, participants will learn practical 
strategies that will:!
!
• Help students develop a positive growth mindset.!
• Help students develop grit and determination.!
• Increase students’ motivation to learn and succeed.!
• Help students take responsibility for their own learning.!
• Inspire increased student effort.!
• Help students who underachieve experience greater 

success.!
• Reduce negative behaviors and increase positive, 

productive attitudes and behaviors.!
• Hold students accountable for their behaviors and 

academic success.!
• Increase student learning and achievement.



Agenda
Morning!

Motivation!
• Learning What Motivates Students!
• The Five Components of Motivation!
• The Internal Profile!
• Differentiated Motivation!
• Introduction to Mindset.!

!
LUNCH: 11:45 - 1:00!

!
Afternoon!

Mindset & Grit!
• The Two Mindsets!
• Grit!
• 10 Ways of Teaching & Encouraging a Growth Mindset and Grit!
!

Seminar Ends: 3:15!
!



Please silence and stow 
your electronic devices.



Be Open to New Ideas







Use the grocery store 
approach to the seminar!



Download Complete 
PowerPoint: 

1.Go to www.jonerwin.net  
2.Click on Seminars 
3.Find Motivation, 

Mindset, & Grit (click 
link below).



 ?  Questions ?
• Questions asking for clarification or more 

examples that we all can learn from. 
Please ask. 

• Questions about a specific student or 
situation that may only pertain to you 
individually. Please ask during break or 
lunch.



The Three Rules of Effective Teaching, 
Managing, Counseling, and Living:

Relationships! 
Relationships! 
Relationships! 







THAT’S ME!



  My Background
• Drummer - 10 years!
• English Teacher (7-12) - Spencer-Van Etten 11 years!
• Staff Development Specialist - Board of Cooperative 

Educational Services - 7 years!
• Independent Educational Author and Consultant 

since 2004 (39 states and 6 countries)!
• Director of Training and Currlculum for            

Smart Character Choices (Michigan)!
• Adjunct and part time professor!
• Senior Faculty of the William Glasser Institute!
• BER Instructor



My Experiments



Motivation: 
The Urge to Behave
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Problems with Rewards 
(Gold starts, stickers, token economies, pay for performance)

• They decrease intrinsic motivation, 
performance, and creativity.!

• They ignore underlying problems.!
• They increase short-cuts, cheating, and 

unethical behavior.



External Control leads to the 3 R’s:

 Resistance 
 Resentment 

 Rebellion
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Times to Use:
• To ensure safety 

• When mere compliance is all you 
want 

• For low level, tedious or routine 
tasks that can’t be made 
engaging.





Motivation: The Truth
•You can bring a horse to water, or a 
student to academic content . . . but 
you can’t make him drink, or learn. 

•However, you can SALT THE OATS: 
i.e create an environment in which 
students will WANT to learn.



Learning What 
Motivates Your 

Students



The Components of 
Motivation

Abraham!
Maslow

Clayton!
Alderfer

Deci &!
Ryan Daniel Pink William 

Glasser
Physiological & 

Safety Existence N/A N/A Survival

Love & 
Belonging Relatedness Relatedness N/A Love &!

Belonging

Esteem/Self-
Actualization Growth Competence Mastery/

Purpose Power

Creativity/
Spontaneity Autonomy Autonomy Freedom

Fun/Play



5 Human Drives 5

• Survival!
• Love & Belonging!
• Personal Power!
• Freedom!
• Fun



My Needs Circle
Love & Belonging Power

Freedom Fun

Survival

7 



Survival:  
The drive for: 

■ Food, Water, O2 

■ Shelter 
■ Safety 
■ Security 
■ Order



Survival: Physical Needs



Survival: Security and Order



Love & Belonging: 
The drive to:

■ Connect!
■ Have positive 

relationships!

■ Give and receive 
affection!

■ To feel a sense of 
acceptance !

■ To help others



Love and Belonging



Personal Power 
The drive to:

Gain knowledge & 
skills!
Feel competent!
Be recognized!
Have a voice!
Be listened to!
To make a 
difference



Power



Freedom 
The drive to seek:

▪Autonomy!
▪ Independence!
▪Novelty!
▪Liberation



Freedom



Fun 
The drive to: 

Play!
Laugh!
Enjoy life



Humans at Play



All About Me Book



Basic Needs Display



The Internal Profile 8



The Internal Profile  
(Needs Strength Profile)

Definition: !

  The relative strengths of the 
five basic needs that drive 
an individual.



Most Intense:  Survival
   I am not a risk-taker.   I like things to be well-

organized and neat.  I have a fairly regular routine 
that I live by.  I think about my health, try to eat 
healthily, and attempt to get the proper amount of 
exercise and rest.  I like the security my job provides 
and I try to invest for retirement.   My friends, 
family, and co-workers like the fact that I am 
punctual, organized, and can be depended on. 



Most Intense: Belonging

   I am a people-oriented person.   Relationships 
are my highest priority.  I love warmth and 
intimacy. My thoughts are often about the well-
being of my friends and family, and I like to be 
in regular contact with them.  I enjoy social 
events and my favorite pastimes involve being 
with other people.  My friends, family, and co-
workers like the fact that I am warm, 
compassionate, friendly, and cooperative.



Most Intense: Power
   I am an achievement-oriented person. I love to learn 

and to grow personally and professionally.  I set goals, 
have high standards, and often meet or exceed them. 
Once I have achieved one goal, I set another.  I believe 
people should do their best to reach their potential in 
life.  I love healthy competition.  I am proud of my 
accomplishments and enjoy the recognition that they 
sometimes bring.  I enjoy teaching and supervising 
others.  My friends, family, and co-workers respect me 
for my skills, accomplishments, and high expectations.



Most Intense: Freedom
I love my independence.   I like to have the autonomy to 
control the direction of my own personal and professional 
life.   One of the things I value in my job is the freedom 
it affords me.  I resent people trying to manipulate or 
control me.  I thrive in an environment filled with novelty 
and change.  I love traveling to new places and value my 
solitude; some of my most treasured time is time spent 
doing something alone. I like to tap into my creativity and 
think “outside the box.“ My friends, family, and co-
workers remark about the fact that I’m a unique 
individual and respect me for not conforming to popular 
attitudes, behavior, or opinions.



Most Intense: Fun
   To me, life should be a celebration.  I love to laugh and 

play.  I try to bring a sense of joy to everything I do, 
and try to liven up even the most boring tasks.   I love 
spontaneity and have sometimes been accused of 
impulsivity.  I seek sensual pleasures:  good food and 
drink, great music, art, etc.  I love games, 
celebrations, festivals, and parties.  I have a great 
sense of humor and like to make others laugh.   My 
friends, family, and co-workers like me because I’m 
high-spirited, engaging, and just fun to be around.



Musical Circles
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Pair and Share
How might understanding the 
concept of the internal profile 
impact your motivating, teaching, 
and managing students?



Differentiated Motivation:  
The Needs in The Classroom  

   If we intentionally create a needs-
satisfying learning environment and are 
mindful about addressing the five basic 
needs in our schools:!
! A sense of community emerges!
! Student behavior improves!
! Student engagement increases!
! Students learn and achieve more



Survival in School



Survival in The Classroom
• Opportunities for food, water, and 

oxygen.!
• Clear behavioral and academic 

expectations. !
• A daily/weekly written agenda!
• Consistent and effective classroom 

procedures !
• My job/Your job/Our job



Role-Clarification

`

Our Job

My Job Your Job
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My Job/Your Job/Our Job
Our Job

Teacher’s Job Student’s Job

• Know subject area!
• Use engaging 

instruction!
• Answer questions!
• Provide extra-help!
• Enforce rules fairly

• Learn !
• Ask questions!
• Stay on task!
• Complete work

• Be prepared !
• Be on time!
• Follow school rules!
• Follow Constitution



Role-Clarification

The Teacher’s Job is 
NOT to:

The Students’ Job is 
NOT to:

  Our Job is NOT to:
• Put up with abuse, 

harassment, or 
discrimination!

• Do the other’s job!

•Control students. (They control 
themselves)!

•Clean up after students.!
•Organize students desks!
•MAKE students learn!

• Manage other students!
• Disrupt the learning of others!
• Enforce the rules!
!
!

•



Love and Belonging in School



Love and Belonging 

" Develop Trust!
" Personally Connect with Students!
" Class-Building Strategies!
" Cooperative Learning Structures!
" The Community Meeting



The Community Meeting
31

•Creates a sense of connectedness !
•Provides participants with a voice and sense of 
ownership.!

•Empowers participants.!
•Teaches essential communication and social skills.!
•Teaches students solve problems / take responsibility!
•Provides a safe place to practice speaking and active 
listening skills.!

•A safe, predictable way to start and/or end the school 
day/week.!

•Addresses the CCSS in ELA!
!

!
!
!



Four Parts of a 
Community Meeting

1.Greeting 
2.Activity (optional) 
3.Discussion 
4.Agenda/Announcements



Guidelines
1. Sit in a circle with no furniture in the way.!
2. Use a KooshTM  ball, “talking stick,” or another object to !
    designate the speaker (optional) !
3. Set ground rules every time:!
    a. One person speaks at a time.  No interruptions or side!
         conversations.!
    b. The focus is on listening to other group members; no!
        other activity is acceptable.!
    c. Everyone who wants to may participate.!
    d.  No put-downs, verbal or non-verbal!
    e.  For problem-solving meetings:!

The person speaking must keep to the here and now.!
The person speaking must use “I statements.”!

4. Be non-judgmental, but directive when necessary.!
5. Keep the length of the meeting developmentally appropriate.  !
    (Length of meeting in minutes = age of the participants X 2)!
6. Hold meetings at regularly scheduled times, but hold problem-!
    solving meetings  when necessary. !



Suggested Format:  
Define, Personalize, Challenge

1. DEFINE the topic, concept, or problem!
! Ex.  What is conflict?!
!        What kinds of conflict are there?!
2. PERSONALIZE the topic, concept, or problem!
! Ex.   Have you ever been involved in a conflict?!
!          How do you resolve conflicts with others? !
! !       Have you ever experienced an inner conflict?!
!          Within yourself?!
3. CHALLENGE the group’s thinking!

!Ex. What are the best ways to resolve conflicts?   The worst? !
       How can conflict be avoided?!
       Should conflict always be avoided?  Why or why not? !
       If not, when should it not be avoided?!
       What would be some ways to solve (a specific) conflict?  

!       Which way would be the best?



Types of Community 
Meetings

●Community-Building Meetings 
!

●Educational/Diagnostic Meetings 
!

●Problem Solving Meetings 



The W.H.I.P:  
(Without Hesitation Impromptu Response)

● Students are given a sentence starter 
and then the discussion “whips” 
around the circle as students fill in the 
blank with a word or phrase. 
✴ My favorite dessert is . . .  
✴ If I could give the world a gift . . .  
✴ One thing I’m grateful for . . .  
✴ A movie I really like . . . 



Power in School



   Power in the Classroom

Providing student VOICE and CHOICE in 
determining:!

Criteria for Quality Performance 
Tasks (24)!
Student-Centered Curriculum (64)!
 Student-chosen assessment (66)



Power in the Classroom:  
• Peer Tutors, Mentors, and Mediators!
• Giving Students Recognition: !

✴ publish student work!
✴ hold celebrations!
✴ parent postcards!

• Kid of the Week!
• Class Jobs!
• Class Constitution





The Class Constitution
Step 1: Identify + and — Behaviors and Attitudes  
Step 2: Create a Living Space 
Step 3: Create Symbols 
Step 4: Placing Symbols In or Out of  Living Space 
Step 5: Group Presentations 
Step 6: The Whole Class Living Space 
Step 7: Get a Commitment 
Step 8: Keep it Alive
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Figure 4.7
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Power in the Classroom:  
Strategies for Student 

Achievement
! Discuss the USEFULNESS of  information and 

skills you are asking students to learn.!
! Balance direct instruction with student-centered 

ENGAGING activities and learning strategies.!
! Use a competence or mastery-based approach.



Inquiring Minds
Increases student engagement and time on task!
Provides structure to cooperative learning!
Inspires maximum student effort!
Improves reading, questioning, and 
comprehension skills!
Increases learning and achievement!
Holds students accountable for their academic 
success.!
Helps students who underachieve experience 
greater success.
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Inquiring Minds

READ

Q
U

ES
TI

O
N

H
EL

P

ANSWER



Inquiring Minds
The Reader reads a section of the assignment.!

The Questioner writes down a question about that 
section (Uses Q Matrix) on an index card.!

The group discusses the answer and the Answerer 
writes the response on the back of the index card and 
places it in a pile in the center of the table.!

The Helper can assist anyone: Reader, Questioner or 
Answerer.!

Rotate the X 90 degrees and repeat until the 
assignment is complete.!

You collect the Q&A cards and use them to create quiz 
or test questions



Freedom at School



 Freedom in the Classroom
!Choice of seats, partners, team-

members!
!Student-Generated Curriculum!
!Portfolio input!
!Assessment choices 
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Freedom in the Classroom
!

! Novelty: Guest speakers, field trips, 
learning games, novel teaching 
strategies, different teaching location, 
a variety of classroom structures: 
circle, rows, desks in pairs, desks in 
groups of 4, etc.!

! Competence or Mastery Learning !
! The Chill Out Chair or Service Center



Fun in School



Fun in the Classroom
Brain Games: 
! Mental Math 
! Lateral Thinking Puzzles 
! Brain Teasers 
! Useless Fun Fact Sharing 
!
Physical Games 
! Energizers: Boop; Bumpety Bump Bump; 

Do You Know Your Neighbors; Electric 
Eyes; Zip Zap Boing; Brain Gym ®  
Strategies



Motivation
1. Does what you’re asking me to do or 

learn add value or quality to my life?!
• WHAT I’m doing or learning?!
• HOW you’re asking me to do it?!

!

2. Do I believe I CAN do it or learn it?



Mindset & Grit



Mindset 
The Mindset we adopt,  based on our 
perception of ourselves, has a 
profound impact on every aspect of 
our lives - personal, professional, 
social, emotional, and physical.





Grit: 4 Components
• Growth Mindset!
• Passion!
• Practice!
• Purpose









10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic SEL skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
5. Peripherals, Posters, Quotations!
6. Study famous gritty people!
7. Replacing judgment with curiosity!
8. Being enthusiastic about content!
9. Using proficiency-based learning!
10.Conferencing - individual or group



10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic Social-emotional skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
5. Peripherals, Posters, Quotations!
6. Study famous gritty people!
7. Replacing judgment with curiosity!
8. Being enthusiastic about content!
9. Using proficiency-based learning!
10.Conferencing - individual or group



Strategy 1: Encourage Long-term Goals & Dreaming Big 

Journal/Discussions Questions 
!
• What do you see yourself doing when you grow up (or join the world of adults, 

for older students)? 
• If you could have any career, what would you choose? 
• What would make a satisfying life for you? 
• How do you define success in life? 
• If you could give the world a gift, what would it be? 
• What would you like to see changed in the world? 
• How would you like to contribute to society? 
• What kind of person would you like to become? 
• What are your dreams? 
• How would you like to see yourself in 5, 10, 20 years? 
• What legacy would you like to leave?

: 
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10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic SEL skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
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10.Conferencing - individual or group



Teaching Foundational Skills A!
Personal Responsibility

Except for basic physiological 
functions, everything we do is our 
choice.!
Therefore, we are ultimately 
responsible for everything we do.



The Iron Fist
Partner A:  Make a fist and keep it 
closed for one minute, no matter what.  
PLEASE.!
Partner B:  Convince Partner A to open 
his or her fist, using ANY MEANS 
NECESSARY (within legal limits).
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External Motivators
! Asking!
! Reasoning!
! Telling!
! Rewarding (Bribing)!
! Appealing to the 

relationship!
! Negotiating!
! Tricking!
! Reverse psychology!
! Guilting (shaming)!
! Withdrawing affection

! Nagging!
! Yelling!
! Threatening!
! Criticizing!
! Imposing consequences!
! Verbally attacking!
! Punishing!
! Humiliating!
! Physical intimidation!
! Physical force



Student “Have-to” List:
Go to school!

Do homework!

Eat!

Do chores!

Play sports!

Follow rules

Get on the bus!
Clean room!
Go to the 
bathroom!
Shower!
Breathe!
Sleep
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10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic SEL skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
5. Peripherals, Posters, Quotations!
6. Study famous gritty people!
7. Replacing judgment with curiosity!
8. Being enthusiastic about content!
9. Using proficiency-based learning!
10.Conferencing - individual or group



Foundational Concept B:!
Self-Regulation!
• Metacognition!
• Impulse control!
• Coping skills



ACTING THINKING

FEELING PHYSIOLOGY

Your Behavioral Car: 
You have the keys!  

 

You’ve got brains in your head	
and feet in your shoes.	
You can [drive] yourself 

in any direction you CHOOSE!	
Dr. Seuss

(Body State)
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Total Behavior:  
Thoughts, Actions, Feelings, Body State

We have direct control over our actions 
and thoughts (the front wheels).!
We have indirect control over our 
feelings and body state.!
Through deliberately controlling our 
thoughts and actions, we can regulate 
our feelings and physiology.



Teaching Self-Regulation
•Teach natural breathing 
•Lead guided relaxation activity (from 
feet to face) 

•Lead guided imagery activity 
•Hold discussion of the kinds of thoughts 
(self-talk) and things students use to 
calm themselves down.  Record and 
post. 

•Teach the Tune-Up Process (92) 
•The Traffic Circle of Life (95, 100)



The Car as a Management Tool
• Who is driving your car? Did you give your car keys to _____? 
• Are your driving from the front seat or the back seat? 
• If you keep going like this, where are you going to end up? Is 

that what you want? 
• Are you on the road or off the road (in a ditch). 
• Are you spinning your wheels? 
• Do you need a tune up? 
• Ok, so you took the wrong exit.  What’s the right exit.  ) 
• Is the way your driving going to take you where you want to 

go? 
• What choices do you have right now (what exits off the 

traffic circle)? Where will each take you?  Which is the best 
exit to take?
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10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic SEL skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
5. Peripherals, Posters, Quotations!
6. Study famous gritty people!
7. Replacing judgment with curiosity!
8. Being enthusiastic about content!
9. Using proficiency-based learning!
10.Conferencing - individual or group



3. Direct Instruction
Teach the two mindsets.!
Show a video on brain plasticity.!
Use the Behavioral Car Metaphor to 
explain how our thoughts (our self-talk) 
affect our feelings, motivation, actions, 
and our body state.!
Guide students through a self-talk 
exercise. !
Students create collages or posters of 
the two mindsets!
Talk about Mindset regularly.
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The Two Mindsets
The Fixed Mindset


The belief that people only have:!
• A certain amount, or kind, of intelligence!
• A certain personality!
• A certain moral character!
and there is really nothing they can do to 
change it.
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The Two Mindsets
The Growth Mindset!

The beliefs that:!

• Our basic qualities (intelligence, personality, and 
character) are things you can cultivate through 
your efforts.!

• Although people differ in their talents, aptitudes, 
and interests, everyone can change and grow 
through application, practice, and experience.!



The Two Mindsets
The Fixed Mindset


Results in 

• an urgency to prove yourself over and over.

• being highly competitive at things you are 
already good at


• avoiding things that might prove too challenging

• giving up after (or when faced with) failure.




Fixed Mindset Thinking
• I can’t . . . !

• I’m not any good at . . . !

• I’m a failure. . . !

• I’m just not . . . !

• I could never . . .!

• That’s just the kind of person I am.!

• I got the short end of the stick when it comes 
to . . . 



Fixed Mindset Actions/Words
• Avoidance!

• Quitting !

• Doing the bare minimum!

• Shutting down !

• “I can’t.”!

• “This is stupid, boring, dumb,” and so on



Results in:!
• overcoming deficiencies instead of hiding 

them!
• choosing friends or partners who will 

encourage you to grow instead of those who 
just shore up your self-esteem.!

• seeking experiences that will stretch you 
instead of staying with the tried and true!

• seeing failure as an opportunity to learn!
• perseverance and grit. 

The Growth Mindset!



Growth Mindset Thinking
• I’d love to try . . . !
• I want to be good at . . . !
• No pain, no gain. . . !
• Nothing ventured, nothing gained. . . !
• I’d like to be a more ____ person.!
• Someday I hope to to . . . !
• Better is better. . . !
• Mistakes help me learn . . . 



Growth Mindset Actions/Words
• Seeking new experiences!
• Asking for help learning a new skill !
• Giving best effort!
• Practicing!
• “I’m not where I want to be yet, but I’m 

improving day by day.”!
• “I can. . .”!
• “I will. . . “









10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic SEL skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
5. Peripherals, Posters, Quotations!
6. Study famous gritty people!
7. Replacing judgment with curiosity!
8. Being enthusiastic about content!
9. Using proficiency-based learning!
10.Conferencing - individual or group



4. Giving Feedback
The ways teachers, parents, and coaches 
give feedback has a profound impact on 
students perceptions of themselves.!
!

Our feedback to students can either validate 
the fixed mindset that many students have, !
OR encourage a positive growth mindset.
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Encouraging the Growth Mindset


Avoid praising intelligence and innate 
qualities or judging. 

• “What a good job! You’re so smart.”

•  “Way to go! Not a single mistake.”

• “Wow, you finished so fast.” 

• “You’re a math wiz.””

• “You’re a natural!”

• “Look at that drawing! Marcel is the next Rembrandt!”

• “You are so creative. Your story was wonderful.”

• “Great job!  I’m so proud of you.”




Encouraging the Growth Mindset


Praise EFFORT, STRATEGY, AND PROGRESS and 
provide specific feedback they can learn from.!
• “It is clear you spent a lot of time on that essay. The amount 

of evidence you provided made your thesis strong.”!
• “You really studied hard for this test, and your improvement 

shows it.”!
• “I noticed you used several different strategies to solve that 

problem. It really paid off.”!
• “You didn’t win this time, but if you keep working and 

improving at the rate you are, you will win next time.”!
• “You may not have passed the test this time, but now you 

understand what you did wrong, and can try again.”



Praising Effort, Strategy, !
and/or Progress!

A kindergarten student learns all his lines for the 
class play in one night.!
Traditional:  Wow!  Good job!!
Growth Mindset; “You must have worked hard to 
learn all your lines.  How did you practice them?



Giving Feedback!
Situation 2!

A middle school student finishes his math test 
far before others in his class and gets a 95.!
Traditional: “Good job, Aaron! Wow! That was 
fast.  You’re a math wiz.”  !
Growth Mindset; “I’m sorry I gave you such an 
easy test. I don’t want to waste your time. I can 
see that you are up to a challenge next time.  
And let’s see if you can get a 100 next time.”



Giving Feedback!
Situation 3!

Four high school students, working 
cooperatively, make an engaging and 
informative presentation in Social Studies.!
Traditional: Great job: A+  That was awesome!!

Growth Mindset:  You all worked hard on this it, 
finding strong examples for your point of view, and 
integrating technology into your presentation well.



Giving Feedback!
Situation 4

4. An elementary student fails a spelling test.!
!
Traditional: I’m disappointed in you.  You need to 
study harder next time.!
!
Growth: What did you learn from this?  What kind 
of grade do you want to shoot for next time? What 
do you think you need to do next time?!
!



Giving Feedback!
Situation 5

5.  A high school student who was suspended for 
throwing a desk in your class returns to school.!
!
Traditional: You need to get your anger under 
control. If you pull anything like that again, you’ll be 
out of here before you know it.!
!
Growth: Josh, what’s your plan for coming back to 
class?  What are you going to do (or think) next time 
Zack or someone else says something you don’t 
like? Let’s practice that.!
!



10 Ways of Teaching a Growth Mindset  
& Encouraging Grit

1. Encourage long-term goals and dreaming big!
2. Teach basic SEL skills!

A. Personal Responsibility!
B. Self-Regulation!

3.  Providing direct instruction!
4. Giving useful feedback and praising the right 

things.!
5. Peripherals, Posters, Quotations, !
6. Study famous gritty people!
7. Replacing judgment with curiosity!
8. Being enthusiastic about content!
9. Using proficiency-based learning!
10.Conferencing - individual or group



5. Peripherals, Posters 
Quotations & Lyrics
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Inspiring Lyrics
Walk On - Kellie Coffey!
One More Day - Wood Bros!
Life Uncommon - Jewel!
Fight Song - Rachel Platten!
Rise - Katy Perry!
Hero - Mariah Carey!
When You Believe - Whitney 
Houston!
New York Nights - Taylor 
Bennet!
Hall of Fame - The Script!
Titanium - David Guetta!
Win - Brian McNight!
Survivor - Destiny’s Child!
Long Promised Road - The 
Beach Boys!
Don’t Stop Believing - 
Jouney!

Move Along - All American 
Rejects!
The Show Must Go On - 
Queen!
Stronger - Kelly Clarkson  
Firework - Katy Perry!
Lost in the Echo - Linkin 
Park!
Fighter - Christine Aguilera!
Hey Hey Hey - Michael Franti 
and Spearhead!
Go the Distance - Michael 
Bolton!
Let It Go - Disney’s Frozen!
Carry On - Fun!
Get Up, Get Out - Outkast!
If I Ruled the  World - Nas!
Changes - Tupac Shakur!
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6. Study Gritty People
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Adversity

Influence

Control

The Circles of Adversity, Influence and Control



Adversity

Influence

ControlControl

If  we focus our time and energy on the outside 
circles . . . 



Adversity

Influence

ControlControl

If we focus on our inner 
circle . . . 





Famous People with Grit
Helen Keller!
Albert Einstein!
Rosa Parks!
John Nash!
Steve Jobs!
Abraham 
Lincoln!
Robert Frost!
Charles Darwin!
Ray Charles!

Vincent Van Gogh!
Michelangelo!
Michael Jordan!
Lindsay Vaughn!
Beethoven!
Lucille Ball!
Viktor Frankl!
H.A. and Margret Rey!
Mahatma Gandhi!
!

and MANY MORE!
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Replace Judgment with Curiosity
Judgment shuts down creativity; 
curiosity sparks it.!
Judgment destroys trust; curiosity 
cultivates it.!
Judgement squelches problem-solving; 
curiosity turbo-charges it.!
Judgment limits your influence; curiosity 
expands it. 





Replacing Judgment with Curiosity
Avoid Judging and Labeling: 

• “That student is incorrigible.” 
• “She’s just being lazy.” 
• “He is (or You are) ADHD, ODD, ED, or has reading/math disorder.”  
• “He’s belligerent, just like his older sister.” 
• “Ducks have ducks.”	
• “What a loser.”	

Instead, be curious. focus on the behavior:	
• “Is there a certain time of day that Bryan displays ADHD symptoms?” 
• “I wonder what Anthony wants (or needs) that he’s trying to get through that 
behavior? 

• “That student’s defiant behavior is sending a message. What is he trying to 
communicate?” 

•“Is there something going on in her personal life that would help me teach her 
or reach her?”	

!

You can’t be both judgmental and curious at the same time. Try it!
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8. Be Enthusiastic!!!! 
!

“If you can’t be enthusiastic in front of a 
class of students, you should not be 
in front of those students.”  
         - TKD Grand Master Sun Chong 
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9. Competence-Based 
Learning

“Mind the Gap!”
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When students with a fixed 
mindset do poorly, fail, or fear 
failure they often:

! Disrupt!
! Act out!
! Say, “I don’t care.”!
! Do the absolute minimum.!
! Quit!
! Shut down!
! Remove themselves



In Mastery or Competency-Based 
Classrooms

! We eliminate poor grades and failure as an 
option


! We give another message:  Everyone can 
learn, but everyone learns at a different rate.


! We give credit for the class when you achieve 
the degree of success required (A or B).


! We will give you second, sometimes third 
chances to be successful.


! We use the language of NOT YET.



Since we know that everyone 
learns at a different rate,  

we PLAN  for it.
GAP TIME!

!

! Enrichment activities for those who 
“got it.”!

! Corrective activities for those who 
didn’t.



After a Formative Assessment
! We remind the class of the proficiency 

standard (80%?)!
! We recognizes the students who achieved 

proficiency and provides enrichment activities 
for them.!

! We emphasize our confidence in everyone’s 
ability to learn the content or skills well, and 
provide corrective teaching.



Correctives
! Remember, corrective teaching involves a 

different approach from what was used the 
first time.!

! Some possible corrective activities:!
! Whole group re-teaching!
! Individual tutoring!
! Peer tutoring!
! Cooperative Teams!
! Alternative Textbooks, Workbooks or Study 

Guides!
! Learning Centers!
! Academic Games!
! Computer Activities



Enrichment
! Student TA’s (Peer Tutoring)!
! Design a study guide (individually or in small 

cooperative group)!
! Write a report on some aspect of the unit that 

particularly interests the student!
! Multimedia projects!
! Design a learning game!
! Allow them to demonstrate their learning 

using one of their multiple intelligence 
strengths (write a song, build a model, create 
a sculpture).
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10. Conferencing  with Students: 
The Process for Positive Change

An approach to teaching a growth 
mindset in students is through 
group or individual conferencing.!
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 The Process for Positive Change: 

Intention !
Visualization!

Self-Awareness!
Self-Evaluation!

Action



The Process for Positive Change: 
1. What do you WANT?  (Intention)!
2. What would that look like? (Visualization)!

• How would it feel? !
3. What are you currently DOING? THINKING? 

(Self-Awarness)!
4. Is what you’re doing or thinking going to get 

you what you want? (Self-Evaluation)!
5. What is one thing you can do to get closer to 

your goal today?  (Action)



Planning:  A SMARTER Plan
• Simple and specific!
• Measurable!
• Achievable!
• Responsible!
• Time-bound!
• Evaluated!
• Repeated



Objectives!
As a result of this workshop, participants will learn practical 
strategies that will:!
!
• Help students develop a positive growth mindset.!
• Help students develop grit and determination.!
• Increase students’ motivation to learn and succeed.!
• Help students take responsibility for their own learning.!
• Inspire greater student effort.!
• Help students who underachieve experience greater success.!
• Reduce negative behaviors and increase positive, productive 

attitudes and behaviors.!
• Hold students accountable for their behaviors and academic 

success.!
• Increase student learning and achievement.



Resources

Jon Erwin!
www.jonerwin.net!
jon@jonerwin.net!

716-438-8829

mailto:jon@jonerwin.net


Download Complete 
PowerPoint: 

1.Go to www.jonerwin.net  
2.Click on Seminars 
3.Find Motivation, 

Mindset, & Grit (click 
link below).



Ending Invocation

The Way is long -- let us go together. 

The Way is difficult -- let us help each other. 

The Way is joyful -- let us share it. 

The way grows before us -- Let us begin! 

!

Thank you!
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Some General Rules
o Avoid asking “Why?”!
o Use language that encourages the growth 

mindset.!
o Don’t argue with the student.!
o Focus on the front wheels of the car 

(doing and thinking).!
o Follow up with the student.!
o Never give up!


